Stylish DXV Wyatt Two-Piece, High-Performance Toilet Ideal for
Hospitality and Residential Settings
Sophisticated Styling Combines with Exclusive VorMax Flushing Platform to Deliver Unmatched
Bowl Cleaning at Attractive Pricing for Specifiers
PISCATAWAY, N.J. (September 12, 2018) ― Luxury kitchen and bathroom brand DXV, part of
LIXIL, expands its elegant Wyatt bath fixture collection with a two-piece, high-efficiency VorMax
toilet.

A celebration of the architectural style of neoclassical design, the Wyatt toilet highlights a
sculptural confidence that is designed to complement the existing Wyatt collection and is wellsuited for upscale hospitality settings.

The Wyatt two-piece elongated toilet leverages the innovative VorMax flushing system, which
has been independently verified to clean the bowl two times better than conventional toilets*. It
uses only 1.28 gallons per flush (gpf) to powerfully scour every square inch of the bowl, even
the hard-to-reach spots under the rim.

This WaterSense-certified, high-efficiency toilet is offered in canvas white, with the trip lever
available in polished chrome, brushed nickel or polished nickel. The choice of right or left-hand
configurations provides ADA-compliance.

The Wyatt two-piece toilet is available at kitchen and bath showrooms nationwide. List price is
$625. To learn more, visit dxv.com or call (800) 227-2734.
*Source: Test Report No. 109‐141486‐002, comparing VorMax against conventional under‐the‐rim‐water‐dispersal
toilets from major retailers.
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ABOUT DXV
DXV is a portfolio of luxury bath and kitchen products that reimagines the most influential design
movements during the past 150 years: Classic (1890-1920), Golden Era (1920-1950), Modern
(1950-1990), and Contemporary (1990-Present). The brand has been recognized with 23
product innovation and design awards in the past four years. DXV is part of LIXIL, a global
leader in housing and building materials products and services. Learn more at www.dxv.com, or
follow us at facebook.com/dxv, twitter.com/DXV, youtube.com/DXVLuxury, pinterest.com/dxv,
instagram.com/dxvluxury.
ABOUT LIXIL
LIXIL makes pioneering water and housing products that solve everyday, real-life challenges,
making better homes a reality for everyone, everywhere. Drawing on our Japanese heritage, we
create world-leading technology and innovate to make high quality products that transform
homes. But the LIXIL difference is how we do this; through meaningful design, an
entrepreneurial spirit, a dedication to improving accessibility for all, and responsible business
growth. Our approach comes to life through industry leading brands, including LIXIL, GROHE,
American Standard, INAX, and TOSTEM, as well as specialty brands such as DXV. Over
70,000 colleagues operating in 150 countries are proud to make products that touch the lives of
more than a billion people every day.
LIXIL is part of the LIXIL Group Corporation (TSE Code: 5938), the listed holding company for
LIXIL’s portfolio of businesses.
Learn more at www.lixil.com, facebook.com/lixilgroup and www.linkedin.com/company/lixilgroup.
VorMax® and Wyatt® are registered trademarks of AS America, Inc.
WaterSense® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The new DXV Wyatt two-piece toilet employs the exclusive VorMax flushing platform to deliver
superb performance and elegant design.

